Scout James Wear wins trip to Chicago

James Wear
Isaac Walton League's Young Outdoorsmen will hold a conference on conservation in Chicago. James made this trip by his activities in conservation and aid to wildlife.

The conference included going to the Institute of Naturalists with the 96 delegates, two from each state, divided into four groups to study a variety of water conservation in different parts of the country. James is planning to compile notes made at the meeting and send a report to the state department of agriculture in Little Rock. "There are at least 50 pages," he commented. "They are going to the J-H Club, the Future Farmers of America and the Boy Scouts.

"Some of Arkansas' water problems were developed in the discussion," James said. "The main one is that the Arkansas River costs away one-fourth mile of land each year. The United States army engineers are trying to change the course of the river to be added.

A GENERAL PROBLEM Arkansas is the lack of irrigation methods. That is primarily due to the lack of information on the farmers' part, James said.

Water pollution of another problem. "There are three types of pollution," he explained. "Industrial pollution is put into the streams without chemical treatment, and agricultural pollution is caused by soil erosion, and municipal pollution is put into the streams." The Department of Agriculture delegates reached the conclusion that the education is a problem and that it can be corrected by any means possible about water conservation. At present, they are not going to make schools a compulsory course in conservation.

Seniors hold top place on quarter honor roll

James Wear

James Wear is currently the student body president at the University of Tulsa Press Day.

JAMES WEAR, student body president at the University of Tulsa Press Day, was named by Jane Davidson, the University of Tulsa's annual current affairs test sponsor, to Time magazine, and according to Mrs. Iris Maddox, history teacher. The two winners were allowed to choose their own books. Both books ordered at 45. Janis selected the "The Bernice-Barnard Dictionary," and Bill selected the "Hammond National Atlas."

The test is sent to high schools all over the nation by Time magazine publishers. To be eligible to take the test, the student must have a subscription to Time magazine. Each school may enter as many participants as it desires, and each school has two winners. The two students making the highest scores are given the prizes.

ANOTHER SUCCESSful BILL are both in the Problems of Democracy class. "I thought it was really good," said Mrs. Maddox, "that more of my students took the test and try for the prize."

Teacher of the week

Petite Paynor does big work on PBS Health

Betty Fleming

She is the kind of teacher that all students like to come back and visit PBS Health, said Bill Babulski, editor of the student newspaper, because Petite Paynor, petite English teacher and sponsor of the yearbook, is the best.

Miss Petite Paynor

Sponsoring the Brain is a part of the student journalism program, not only after school but on Saturdays. "I try to cover three or four main steps in completing the copy," said Miss Petite Paynor. "Last year I gave more than one to make these last minute changes. So, when Miss Petite Paynor enjoys working with the Brain, she also likes the fast business of meeting the deadlines. So for giving students some leisure time, she can be cherished through the years, we appreciate, and Miss Petite Paynor, "teacher of the week.""}

Journalism students to attend University of Tulsa Press Day

James Wear

MEMBERS of the first and second-year journalism students will attend the annual Press Day at the University of Tulsa to-day.

Miss Hazel Adress, journalism instructor, arranged the meetings with the discussion groups that will fill the program. The program will also be available for anyone interested in attending. The Trex, the student publication and the Calibre Museum, will be there as well. Most of their stores, besides the store, will also represent the Best Tennessee, Clinton, and St. George Bank and Trust.

Current affairs

Smith, Barkses win Time contest

JAMES SMITH and Bill Barkes, members of the annual current affairs test sponsored by Time magazine, and according to Mrs. Iris Maddox, history teacher. The two winners were allowed to choose their own books. Both books ordered at 45. Janis selected the "Thorn-"Barnard Dictionary," and Bill selected the "Hammond National Atlas."

The test is sent to high schools all over the nation by Time magazine publishers. To be eligible to take the test, the student must have a subscription to Time magazine. Each school may enter as many participants as it desires, and each school has two winners. The two students making the highest scores are given the prizes.

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL BILL are both in the Problems of Democracy class. "I thought it was really good," said Mrs. Maddox, "that more of my students took the test and try for the prize."

Teacher of the week

Petite Paynor does big work on PBS Health

Betty Fleming

She is the kind of teacher that all students like to come back and visit PBS Health, said Bill Babulski, editor of the student newspaper, because Petite Paynor, petite English teacher and sponsor of the yearbook, is the best.

Miss Petite Paynor

Sponsoring the Brain is a part of the student journalism program, not only after school but on Saturdays. "I try to cover three or four main steps in completing the copy," said Miss Petite Paynor. "Last year I gave more than one to make these last minute changes. So, when Miss Petite Paynor enjoys working with the Brain, she also likes the fast business of meeting the deadlines. So for giving students some leisure time, she can be cherished through the years, we appreciate, and Miss Petite Paynor, "teacher of the week."